Abnormal adaptation of visual contrast sensitivity in multiple sclerosis patients.
Some multiple sclerosis patients with 20/20 acuity complain of poor vision. In a previous report we accounted for this in our patient group by showing that multiple sclerosis had caused a depression of contrast sensitivity while sparing visual acuity. In this study we investigated whether some of this measured depression might be due to abnormally rapid or severe adaptation during the test procedure rather than a true permanent loss. Our finding was opposite to this supposition: adaptation was normally slight and/or slow. Depressed contrast sensitivity was not well correlated with abnormal adaptation to contrast. In patients whose contrast sensitivity losses were restricted to a band of spatial frequencies, we found no evidence that abnormalities of contrast adaptation were restricted to this same spatial frequency band. Further evidence of dissociation between abnormal contrast sensitivity and abnormal contrast adaptation is that some patients with normal contrast sensitivity showed abnormally small adaptation.